
BOOKS

"Unicorn Day"
by Diana Murray

 
"Today I'll Be A Unicorn"

by Dana Simpson
 

"How to Find A Unicorn"
by Sue Fliess & Simona Sanfilippo

 
"I Am A Unicorn!"

by Michaela Schuett
 

"Once Upon A Unicorn"
by Isla Wynter

STORY TIME 

@ HOME

week five
A new theme every Friday all summer!

If you have books at
home that fit the theme
please feel free to use,
include or substitute

them!

We will provide a list of theme appropriate books available on
Hoopla;  songs, rhymes and finger plays; and a craft to go with it!



SONGS & RHYMES

A Lovely Unicorn
Oh, I wish I were a lovely unicorn,
Oh, I wish I were a lovely unicorn.

Oh, I;d frolic and I'd play.
And I'd dream the day away.

Oh, I wish I were a lovely unicorn.
 

Unicorn, Unicorn
Unicorn, unicorn touch your toes,
Unicorn, unicorn touch your nose,

Unicorn, unicorn pat your head,
Unicorn, unicorn go to bed!

Unicorn, unicorn wake up now
Unicorn, unicorn take a bow,

Unicorn, unicorn touch the ground.
Unicorn, unicorn turn around,

Unicorn, unicorn sit back down.

STORY TIME 

@ HOME

Five Little Unicorns
Five little unicorns playing in the sun

The first one said "I'm having tons of fun!"
The second one said "See my shiny horn?"

The third one said "Of course, you're a unicorn!"
The fourth one said "I am as white as snow."

The fifth one said "So are we, you know."
 



CRAFT

STORY TIME 

@ HOME

Materials
craft paper or paint

glue
scissors

black marker
pink marker

toilet paper tubes
glittery paper or foam sheet

rainbow yarn

cut a piece of construction paper to be the exact length of your paper
roll.
spread glue onto one side of the paper, line up the ends with the end
of tube and roll so it's completely covered.

Up-cycled Unicorn

make the unicorn mane and
tail- put 4 fingers together
and wrap yarn around them
over and over until you
have a thick "circle" of yarn.
gently pull yarn off your
fingers. tie the yarn up the
middle with another piece
of yarn.



CRAFT

STORY TIME 

@ HOME

cut the circle of yarn on the opposite side of the tied up portion. Tie
the yarn again on one side to secure, then cut the yarn into two
pieces. One will be shorter than the other.
Glue the smaller chunk of yarn inside the top of the toilet paper tube,
leaving some hanging out and over the tube.
Glue the larger chunk of yarn on the middle of the tube in the back.
This is the unicorn's tail!

Resources:
https://www.redtedart.com/toilet-paper-roll-unicorn-for-

preschoolers/?cn-reloaded=1

cut a horn from glitter paper/foam and glue on top of yarn hair.
cut ears from paper, pinch, and secure with a bit of glue.
Glue the ears on top of the yarn hair.
Draw eyes onto the toilet paper tubes with black marker, and give rosy
cheeks with pink marker.


